
Why BCM is the Rising Leader in Organ Specific Tissue and Organ
Segment Regeneration and Replacement Healing

Organ Healing Blockers to Volume Production
Researchers (1) Success (2) Global Availability (3)

Notes:
(1) Many tried for many years
(2) Large number of complex and tough blockers
(3) BCM proprietary technologies, processes and procedures delivered success

BCM Wins The Global Healing Breakout Challenge

Regenerative Medicine is the “process of replacing or regenerating human cells and tissues to 
restore and/or establish normal function. Over the last decade hundreds of Bio-Techs, 
Universities and others have been seeking a solution to human tissue healing.

This mission challenge was not just healing; rather it was a mission to find a reliable, repeatable
and highly successful set of technologies, processes and procedures that would be the go-to 
solution for the healing of injured and diseased tisues for all.

As illustrated, there were many organizations and entities who accepted the challenge. There 
were also many powerful blockers to assure the mission objective was never met.

A few of the many hundreds of approaches and research paths followed included: tissue 
regeneration that included cell transplantation/cell therapies; tissue generation using a single 
adult tissue stem cell, a blastocyst complementation system coupled with a specific stem cell 
niche, decellularization and recellularization of bio-scaffold, in vitro grown organs and tissues 
through concepts of tissue-engineering, organ printing, and xenotransplantation. 

That introduction is just the beginning of a very long list of trials and approaches attempted. All 
of which ultimately failed or were early-on proven to be a no-go to any chance of success.
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Given this history; possibly the most amazing statements to be convened to all concerned are: 

[1] BCM Has Delivered a Complete and Full Solution….Mission Accomplished!

…..Consistent, Repeatable, Volume Producible, Human tissue Specific,  
Regeneration and Replacement is Now Reality!

[2] BCM is Preparing for Global Tissue and tissue Segment Deliveries!

…..Volume Based, Human tissue Regeneration and Replacement Production and 
Deliveries are Forthcoming!

[3] First Round of BCM Full Solution Healing Addresses Five Key tissues…. More Soft Tissue 
Solutions to Follow! 

…..First Set - Skin, Livers, Kidneys and Lungs. BCM is also working to address 
the replacement of Beta Tissues in the Pancreas to possibly begin the reversal of Type I 
Diabetes.

These major advancements in human tissue regeneration and replacement healing are  the 
reason BCM Industries is becoming a rising star.

To learn more and to arrange for your attendance at an invitation only, BCM Regenerative 
Medicine human tissue replacement presentation and a live process demonstration, contact 
Rogier or Scott.

Rogier Fentener van Vlissingen
Senior Vice President, 
Developing Markets, NA, EU and Africa
Phone:  1-718-409-0293
Email: RogierV@BCMIndustries.com

Scott Blow, JD/MBA
Senior Vice President, 
Developing Markets, North/South America and Pacific
Phone: 1-732-757-5500
Email: ScottB@BCMIndustries.com

We welcome the opportunity to present BCM leadership in Regenerative Medicine tissue 
healing for all; and thank you for your attention to this offer
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